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Sunrise Mountain Ridge Newsletter
fax: 520-203-0223
HOTLINE:
hotline@smrhoa.com
Website: www.smrhoa.com
Database updates:
database@smrhoa.com

Classes
Yoga: Nancy Bower 834-2187

SNAP phone and website:

Newsletter Editor

437-9556;

Alan Frankle, 395-8502

Spanish: Cynthia Clark 425-5848

www.sunrisesnap.org

pubs@smrhoa.com

Water Aerobics
Jean Friedl, 577-1320
j.j.friedl@hotmail.com

Clubhouse reservations:

Publications Chair

Email or Call Kathie Flaherty,

Alan Frankle, 395-8502

389-8168
facilities_reservations@smrhoa.com

pubs@smrhoa.com
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President’s Remarks
Whew! We are finally backing away from the temperatures found at the threshold of
H E double toothpicks. The morning and evening hours are starting to cool off
reminding us again of one of the reasons why we enjoy living in Tucson most of the
year.
With this change many of our neighbors are returning from their summer residence
and we are having increased traffic on our roads. There have been a few comments
about speeding in the neighborhood. The posted speed limit is 25 mph and should be
observed for the protection of everyone. Also, please observe the STOP signs, many of our streets have obstructed or blind views of
oncoming traffic. Let’s prevent an accident and hard feelings among neighbors. I do not want it to become necessary for us to put down
speed bumps to protect our population.
During the summer months some of the board members were travelling to other states and even other countries. The board was able to
conduct the monthly meetings with those members using our video conferencing system. This allowed us to share important information
and vote on important issues. I mention the video conferencing to show anyone that is thinking about joining the board but feels they
can’t do justice to the job that they can attend a meeting even if out of town for any reason. Our next meeting is October 10th at 9am at
the clubhouse. Join us if you can.
The annual SMR HOA annual meeting is coming up November 13th, 2019 at 7:00pm at St. Alban’s. Susan Arbuckle will be sending
information to everyone in October with the meeting information.
My mood ring is missing, and I don’t know how I feel about that.
Talk to you next month,
Jim Warner
President, SMR HOA
Email: president@smrhoa.com
Ph: 520-744-8208
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Landscape
September has been a fairly quiet month for Landscape in SMR. I have been out of
town for three weeks and am very happy to be back home and delighted to see our
lovely community. But I see that there must have been some rain recently as there
are suddenly weeds everywhere. I spent part of my first morning home pulling weeds
in our front and back yards. This is a reminder that we are all responsible for
maintaining our front yards, including eliminating weeds. If you are out of town,
please arrange with a landscaper or friend to check your yard for weeds and remove
them as needed. Our Landscape Committee Zone Representatives regularly review their zones, and if they see weeds in a front yard,
they will contact you with a reminder to remove them. We appreciate your cooperation in maintaining the attractive appearance of the
whole community.
On the same note, we are aware that there are weeds in the common areas. I was surprised that the areas that were weed-free three
weeks ago now have weeds of significant size. We will be addressing these areas over the next few weeks. We will appreciate your
patience as Darrin and his team work on weed removal along with all the regular maintenance they handle. Regular maintenance, by
the way, includes shaping and trimming trees and bushes, as well as hand-watering new plants.
During my first year on the Landscape Committee, I have learned that there is a never-ending list of Landscape tasks to do. All of us
with our own gardens know that there is very little down time in keeping our plants healthy and thriving. We have nearly 40 acres of
common areas in SMR, so the task of maintenance alone is enormous. We add to that, special projects to improve particularly prominent
areas of the community. Based on recognition of the work to be done to keep SMR attractive and well-maintained, we are going to
extend the number of hours Darrin and his team will devote to SMR next year. In the meantime, they will work hard as they have been
doing to address landscape issues as they arise.
As usual, please let me know if you have plants to donate or have landscape questions. Are there topics you would like to read about in
these newsletter articles? It’s helpful to have your input and involvement. The Landscape Committee meets the first Tuesday of the
month from 9 to 11 in the Meeting Room at the East Pool. Residents are welcome to attend.
I feel the autumn breezes beginning, the angle of the light changing, and the cool hours expanding. Here’s to fall at SMR!
If you have questions, comments, or alerts about water leaks, please email me at Landscape@SMRHOA.com.
Eloise Gore, Landscape Committee Chair

Recreation
The long-awaited resurfacing of the East Pool took place the last week of August. The
pool was closed for about a week and this enabled a thorough cleaning of the deck
and brick areas. We also took the opportunity to drain and refill the East spa with
fresh water. Additionally, both underwater lights at the East Pool were replaced. The
new south underwater light is LED and lights the pool beautifully at night. Our new
solar heating system continues to reduce gas bills and savings are generally 35% vs
year ago usage.
The West Pool and spa are operating without issues. A new underwater light was
installed at the West spa. The roof beams above the veranda and shower areas were repaired and repainted and a new drinking fountain
was installed. Both restrooms are in need of door and floor repainting and this will occur in the next few months.
I am often asked about pool and spa water temperatures. The West Pool solar is set at 87 degrees. The two gas heaters when in use warm
the water to 86-87 degrees. The East spa is set at 103 degrees. The two West pool heaters are set at 85 degrees and the West spa at 104
degrees. These are legacy temperature settings that have been in place for several years.
The security system that was installed has provided great information regarding pool and spa usage after hours and the signage seems
to be acting as a great deterrent to would be trespassers.
The tennis/pickle ball court is still in great shape since the rebuild in 2017. The windscreens will gradually be replaced starting in 2020.
We are also considering a keyed deadbolt lock on the tennis court gate to replace the current padlock.
Clubhouse reservation activity is picking up. Please look at the clubhouse calendar on the SMR website to see if the date and time
you are requesting is available. The calendar is real time so you can easily see what dates and times are available. Email reservation
requests to Kathie Flaherty at facilities_reservations @smrhoa.com
Have a great Fall!
I can be reached at recreation@smrhoa.com with any comments or concerns.
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Jay Flaherty

Architecture
Larry Glasser
Architecture Chair

THE EYES HAVE IT!
See for yourself what a difference great home maintenance can make!
Here are three photos to show how your neighbors are keeping SMR beautiful
and everyone’s home values high!

Our first photo reminds us that everyone living in adobe block homes has special
maintenance responsibilities. The owners of this home noticed black/gray areas on
the block surrounding their garage door. They had those areas high-pressure washed
and then resealed. Check the ADR’s for the correct sealant. (Also note their garage
door is freshly painted the ADR approved Mesa Tan.) As a rule of thumb, resealing
needs to be done every 4 to 6 years. Test to see if your adobe block needs sealing by
hosing down an area on a wall. If the block turns noticeably dark, it’s time to reseal.
A visible white mineral build-up also indicates it’s time for cleaning and resealing.

Our second photo shows how a resident repaired a large crack in their driveway.
For both safety and appearance, severely cracked and uneven driveways must be
repaired by the owner. In this case, the Architecture Committee approved the use of
a band of concrete with embedded surface rock to repair the driveway. This is an
option in lieu of using plain concrete.

This photo shows a newly painted light post!
It’s surprising how this small detail makes a difference in the overall appearance of
your home. Painting the light post is simple using approved semi-gloss black spray
paint. Don’t forget to cover the light sensor before painting and remove it after. For
many do-it-yourselfers, this is a 20-minute task. For others, there are many handy
persons available in the Harried Homeowner Helper which is online at the SMR
website (www.smrhoa.com). If you need assistance in getting this accomplished,
please contact the Architecture Committee for help (PH: 520-303-7230 or email:
(architecture@smrhoa.com) and we’ll find a way to help.

Larry Glasser
Chair, Architecture Committee
PH: 520-303-7230
Email: architecture@smrhoa.com
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Roads
Well, summer is officially over, and now road construction season begins! This
year will be as filled as last year with major road projects, but after these are
completed there will be no more big projects for the next decade or so.
A major effort will be repaving Pico del Monte, the western section of Sendero
Penoso-West, and probably the stretch of Colorada above Loma del Bribon. We
plan to do these three streets at the same time to achieve some savings in the cost of
bringing in equipment and personnel. Additionally, it would be the last big
disruption for a while if we did them together. We plan to start this project early in
2020.
Last spring, we repaved Camino Carrillo, Placita del Carrillo, and Sendero Chico. Newly repaved roads need to be seal coated within
a year, and we plan to seal coat these roads in late spring. We have previously used traditional asphalt materials, but new products
are coming on the market. One promising one called HA5 has been developed specifically for the climates of Arizona, Nevada, and
Utah, and is promoted as doubling the life of an asphalt road. We will seriously explore its potential for our roads.
A number of minor projects are planned as well. Camino Ferreo was repaved in 2006 and the road foundation should last for another
20 years. However, some large cracks have developed in the surface, and we will seal these sometime this spring. Also, you may
have noticed that some streets do not have stop bars painted on them, and we’re planning to get these repainted. Finally, we are very
pleased that reducing the size of the circles on Placita Tio, Vereda Rosada, and Placita del Carrillo has allowed trucks and cars to
make the turnaround without driving on the landscaping. We are going to look into similarly reducing the diameter of the Camino
Ferreo circle.
So, it’ll be a busy 2020, and be prepared to see “Equipment Working” signs. We will, of course, give you advance notice of the
specific work projects. Feel free to contact me if you have questions or comments.
John Mitchell
Roads Chair
roads@smrhoa.com or 529-2051

Nominating Committee
As we arrive in the final three months of the current SMR Board, we are still
recruiting for Treasurer and Architecture
Chairpersons for 2020. According to the by-law change made in 2016, the Board
may approve the appointment of a chair to finish out the term of the member who
has vacated their position. That is what we hope to do for these two vacancies.
Both the Architecture and Treasurer have one more year of the three-year term
to complete.
The current architecture committee is being led by Larry Glasser who graciously offered to finish out the year when the chair position
became vacant. As you may know, Larry was Architecture Chair for two years and then President for one year. He has definitely been
a great asset to the community. His committee also is very supportive. Among other things, they help with inspections, review project
requests, take minutes at his meetings, and help write the architecture news articles. They are a great team that would be easy to work
with and very helpful.
Carole Malan has been Treasurer for two years. In that time, she has established a working relationship with Cadden Community
Management Company which makes the payment of bills and collection of dues so much easier. The financial committee has offered
to lend a hand with the responsibilities of the Treasurer so that the transition will be easy.
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Hospitality Committee
SMR Special Event
MUSIC AND MUNCHIES
With The Over Easy Band
Tuesday, Oct 29th
5:00 - 7:00pm
Sunrise Mountain Ridge Clubhouse
OCTOBER EVENT:
Tuesday, October 29th from 5:00 to 7:00 we welcome back The Over Easy Band for our Music and Munchies event. Happy Hour
and the band start at 5:00pm. Enjoy the music by Jim, Jay, and Doug along with drinks, appetizers, and sweets. See you at the clubhouse!
SAVE THE DATES:
Wednesday, November 20th from 5:15 to 7:00, we will have a Happy Hour followed by a 6:00pm presentation by SMR resident, Mattie
McAlister, about mountain lions – the top-level predator found in Arizona.
Sunday, December 8th at noon, we host our annual Potluck Holiday Luncheon. Hospitality will supply a holiday ham, all beverages,
and paper/plastic supplies while our neighbors bring their favorite holiday potluck dish!
Leslie and Marc Adams, Hospitality Chairs, hospitality@smrhoa.com or 520-638-5891

Neighborhood Watch
BI-ANNUAL MEETING
Wednesday, October 23, 2019
6:00 PM at the SMR Clubhouse
Everyone is welcome to attend this event. Neighborhood Watch Block Leaders
please plan to attend.
John Walka, Battalion Chief for Rural Metro will be our guest speaker. He will cover
their new Air Med program, fire prevention and suppression, medical emergencies
and dangerous reptile removal that they provide.
Scam Alert
After getting about a dozen messages left on my cell phone saying that my Social Security account had been frozen, I called Social
Security to verify my account was still active.
Sarah Elizabeth Adler of AARP reports that scam calls are getting more frequent. Nearly half of all calls to mobile phones are fraudulent
according to a new report from the telecommunications firm First Orion. The company analyzed data from more than 50 billion calls
over 18 months to get a snapshot of what they call the scam-call “epidemic”. Here is what they found.
•

Mobile phone scam calls are increasing: In 2017 only 3.7 percent of calls to cell phones were fraudulent. In 2018, that
number reached 29.2 percent and in 2019 it is expected to be 44.6 percent.
• Fraudulent landline calls are declining: Scam calls originating from landlines are decreasing. In 2019, only a projected 24.8
percent of scam calls will come from landlines, a decrease from 56 percent in 2017. This is in part because fewer people use
land lines in the first place, but it’s also a sign of just how technologically sophisticated, and successful, mobile scammers have
become.
• Beware of the area code: “Neighborhood spoofing” is a tactic in which fraudsters show up as a local number on your caller
ID by matching the first six digits of your phone number. The report estimates that 9 in 10 scam calls will come from a familiar
area code next year
The increasing number of calls means it’s harder to determine what calls are legitimate on either a mobile or a landline. The result is
that people don’t answer their phones anymore.
Jim McAlister
neighborhood@smrhoa.com
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Volunteer Liaison
SMR WANTS YOU!
•
•
•
•
•

Looking to put your talents and energy to good use?
Want to learn something new?
Hone your skills and expertise?
Help neighbors?
Meet new people?

• Get involved?
You can help make a more perfect SMR, and there is no need to travel very far because you are needed right here in SMR.
Interested in planning events and finding interesting speakers? Volunteer for Hospitality.
Interested in desert plants and beautifying the neighborhood? Volunteer for Landscape.
Interested in maintaining our lovely community? Volunteer for Architecture.
Interested in community safety? Volunteer for Neighborhood Watch.
Something for everyone of every interest and ability.
Ask us about Volunteering.
Leslie & Marc Adams: hospitality@smrhoa.com
Jay Flaherty: recreation@smrhoa.com
Jim McAlister: neighborhood@smrhoa.com
Eloise Gore: landscape@smrhoa.com
John Mitchell: roads@smrhoa.com
Architecture Chair: architecture@smrhoa.com
Please feel free to contact me by phone, (520 638 8082) or email (volunteer@smrhoa.com).
Wendy Reed

Database
Please submit any updates, changes, corrections and new information to:
database@smrhoa.com
Welcome to Sunrise Mountain Ridge
Changes and Updates

Advertising by Residents
Procedure: Ads must be limited to 50 words, text only, no pictures, include a phone number and/or email address, and be submitted by
the middle of the month preceding the newsletter publication date (the first of the month, except for a combined mid-summer issue on
July 15). The ad is good for one issue. If you want it repeated, you must submit another request. Ad copy should be sent to Joy Jensen,
newsletter ads@smrhoa.com, 577-8208.
Are there any bridge players in SMR? I’m an intermediate player, played in college many years ago and just started playing again
regularly over the summer (in Canada). I’d love to find neighbors to play with but I’m not sure what the best way is to determine
whether there’s any interest. Thanks, Toni Ward. tonigp@msn.com
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SNAP phone: 437-9556
http://www.sunrisesnap.org

SNAP…Fall Happenings
Already the temperatures have cooled (somewhat)! It’s time for our Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program (SNAP) activities to
heat up. Check out what SNAP offers:
•

•

•
•

Monday, October 21, 2:00 PM – 3:30 PM – LCF Activity Room. Our Education topic: “When It’s Time to Consider Your
Senior Living Choices.” Speaker and author Gail Lawley will lead the discussion at this special Education program about
the how, why and where we want to live. The Resource table will provide a variety of materials about the choices involving
senior living options.
Monday, November 11, 2:00 PM – 3:30 PM -- LCF Activity Room. November is National Caregivers Month, and Caregiving
is our discussion topic. This Education program features speakers Jan Sturges (Founder of the Caregiver Consortium)
and representatives of Catalina In-Home Services. Caregiver resources will be provided at the program Resource table, as
well as information sharing from a number of home health and caregiver support organizations.
Wednesday, October 30, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM – Halloween-styled Lunch Bunch at the SMR Clubhouse.
SNAP’s Annual Appeal Is Underway. Please help our 12-year old nonprofit organization continue its important mission of
neighbors helping neighbors. Please give generously via the return envelope you’ll soon receive in the mails, or by visiting
https://sunrisesnap.org/types-of-donations/

SNAP’s mission is to positively impact our community quality of life as we age in place for as long as possible. If you need services,
would like to donate, want to volunteer, or are interested in valuable educational programs, please call us (437-9556) or stay in touch
through info@sunrisesnap.org.
Monica Surfaro Spigelman,
Managing Director, SNAP
monicaspigelman@sunrisesnap.org

New Feature! Photo Gallery on Last Page
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Please Support Our Advertisers
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SMR PHOTO GALLERY
For our website users we are starting a monthly Photo Gallery. Please send any interesting photos of fauna, flora,
sunrises, sunsets or any other photos of items that make SMR special. Please e-mail to pubs@smrhoa.com.
Below are some photos from the last month.

Bobcat – Angie Perryman

Hawk Eye – Brian Pettepiece

Meditation – Angie Perryman

Backyard Beauty – Deborah Shepard
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Purple (and Pink) Rain – Robyn Waters

SMR Sky – Robert Knepper

SMR Sunset – Robyn Waters

Find the Rainbow – Robyn Waters
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